
"When day comes we ask ourselves,
where can we find light in this never- ending shade?
The loss we carry,
a sea we must wade.
We've braved the belly of the beast,
We've learned that quiet isn't always peace,
and the norms and notions
of what just is
isn't always just- ice.
And yet the dawn is ours
before we knew it.
Somehow we do it.
Somehow we've weathered
and witnessed
a nation that isn't broken,
but simply unfinished."

Extraodinary people make a world better.

DAY 1

From: The Hill We Climb
By: Amanda Gorman

Dr. Barbara Stoll



2. If you could have a special 
power, what would it be? Why?

 3. If you were a color, what 
would it be?

1. If you could write a book, 
what would it be about?

4. What superpower would 
you choose to have? Why?

5. If you had a time machine, 
what time would you travel to?

Mapping Health EquityWe expected chaos!



JOY Wellbeing

Deep satisfaction

Energetic

Observation

Clarity of purposeCommitment

Effective Leadership

Inperson Connection

It's a journey, and it continues to be a journey.

- Christopher Oechsli-

Trust in yourself and care for yourself. And 
you'll get the things you want to...Being kind to 
yourself.



Mapping Health EquityDAY 2

Check- in

Challenge the status quo

with strength and conviction

Push back and speak out about the unconfortable truths

From doer to critical thinker

- Joanne Liu-

Looking for a future for our children



Mapping Health Equity

Light weighless

Relaxing and Calm

digital therapeutic solution



What would you do be more resilient? What does resilience mean to you?
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Do a training with a media.

Public Narrative Clinic for Refugee



Inadequate information is inequality.

How you got vaccine?



Creating health justice

Modify policy to protect 
vulnerable groups

Academic, media network for villagers 
to work with and voice their 
concerns adequately



Recognized their potential in leadership

Mobilize social changes





DAY 3



Yin Myo Su Si Thura
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What can we do/ What to be doneDREAM TECH
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